
Product information

BARRELBAG Clothing Bag

Indestructible garment bag made of robust tarpaulin

✓ spacious: 75 l capacity for extensive equipment
✓ indestructible: bag made of robust and waterproof tarpaulin
✓ versatile carrying options: backpack, shoulder bag or classic bag

Description

Robust garment bag in popular “barrel shape” made of reliable, 
waterproof tarpaulin that goes through thick and thin with you.

Depending on weight and individual preference bag can be carried 
using textile handles as well as backpack, but also as a backpack or 
shoulder bag. 

Features:
- large, wide opened main compartment: (capacity: approx. 75 liters):
- three pockets (16 x 16 cm, each)
- zipper compartment (net-pocket, 48 x 27 cm) at interior of cover
- key holder inside of zipper compartment
- 2 drawstring bags (approx. 50 l each) in two colors (black, grey)

- 2 carrying handles
- 2 adjustable and detachable carrying straps, with:

- textile loop for mounting of smartphone holster etc.
- 2 carrying options: backpack and shoulder bag

- 2 small handles, one at each small side of bag
- reflective stipes at every side

Specifications

• dimensions (W x H x D): 70 x 37 x 37 cm
• weight: approx. 1,750 g
• capacity: approx. 75 l
• color: black
• material: tarpaulin, 1000D nylon
• article-no.: 4707-9005
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Scope of delivery

Clothing Bag, with backpack-carrying-system and two 
drawstring bags, without any further or pictured supplies

- loop straps (38 x 5 cm) at front and rear for mounting
of additional reflective stripes or labelling

- small loop strap (15 x 5 cm) at one of small sides
- waterproof, abrasion-proof bottom

BARRELBAG with shoulder straps for use of 
bag as backpack

BARRELBAG clothing bag

Inner view with drawstring
bags (included in delivery)
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